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the problem of how to optimally place the network functions within the network in order to satisfy
all the SFC requirements of the flows. Our optimization task is to minimize the total deployment
cost.
We show that the problem can be seen as an instance of the Set Cover Problem, even in the
case of ordered sequences of network functions. It allows us to propose two logarithmic factor
approximation algorithms which have the best possible asymptotic factor. Further, we devise an
optimal algorithm for tree topologies. Finally, we evaluate the performances of our proposed
algorithms through extensive simulations. We demonstrate that near-optimal solutions can be
found with our approach.
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Algorithmes d’approximation pour le placement de châınes
de fonctions de services avec des contraintes d’ordre
Résumé : Le modèle des réseaux programmables (Software Defined Networks), permet de
centraliser la gestion du réseau sur un ou plusieurs contrôleurs et par conséquent de découpler
la fonction de contrôle des flux de données. Ce paradigme permet aux opérateurs de réseaux de
télécommunications d’offrir des services réseaux complexes et flexibles. Un service se modèlise
alors comme une châıne de fonctions réseaux (firewall, compression, contrôle parental ...) qui
doivent être appliquées séquentiellement à un flot de données. Dans cet article, nous étudions
le problème du placement de fonctions de services qui consiste à determiner sur quels noeuds
localiser les fonctions afin de satisfaire toutes les demandes de service, de façon à minimiser le
coût de déploiement.
Nous montrons que le problème peut être ramené à un problème de Set Cover, même dans le
cas de séquences ordonnées de fonctions réseau. Cela nous permet de proposer deux algorithmes
d’approximation à facteur logarithmique, ce qui est le meilleur facteur possible. De plus, nous
proposons un algorithme optimal dans le cas particulier ou la topologie des demandes est un
arbre. Finalement, nous évaluons les performances de nos algorithmes par simulations. Nous
montrons ainsi qu’en pratique, des solutions presque optimales peuvent être trouvées avec notre
approche.
Mots-clés : Virtualisation des fonctions réseaux, Châınes de fonctions de service, Réseaux
logiciels, Optimisation
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1 Introduction
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is an emerging approach in which network functions are
no longer executed by proprietary software appliances but instead, can run on generic-purpose
servers located in small cloud nodes [1]. Examples of network functions include firewalls, load
balancing, content filtering, and deep packet inspection. This technology aims at dealing with
the major problems of today’s enterprise middlebox infrastructure, such as cost, capacity rigidity,
management complexity, and failures [2]. One of the main advantages of this approach is that
Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) can be instantiated and scaled on demand without the need
of installing new equipment.
Network flows are often required to be processed by an ordered sequence of network functions.
For instance, an Intrusion Detection System may need to inspect the packet before compression
or encryption are performed. Moreover, different customers can have different requirements in
terms of the sequence of network functions to be performed [3]. This notion is known as Service
Function Chaining (SFC) [4].
The same virtual function can be replicated and executed on several servers. It follows that a
fundamental problem arising when dealing with chains of network functions is how to map these
functions to nodes (servers) in the network while achieving a specific objective. In this paper,
we address the problem of how to optimally place virtual functions within the physical network
in order to satisfy the SFC requirements of all the network flows. The network is specified by
a set of nodes V and links E. The traffic is given as a set of demands D. Each demand is
associated with an ordered sequence of network functions that need to be performed to all the
packets belonging to the same flow. Our goal is to place network functions reducing the overall
deployment or setup cost. The cost aims at reflecting the cost of having a virtual machine that
runs a virtual function, such as license fees, network efficiency, or energy consumption [5]. In our
framework, we consider a general cost function that depends on both the network node and the
network function. We refer to this problem as the SFC Placement Problem.
In the case in which all the service chains consist of only one function, the problem is known
to be equivalent to the Minimum Set Cover problem, as shown in [6]. This implies that the
problem is NP-hard and that an algorithm cannot achieve a better approximation factor than
(1− ε) ln |S| for any ε > 0, where S is the set of elements to be covered (unless P=NP) [7]. No
positive results are known when the lengths of the service function chains are larger than 1.
In this paper, we demonstrate that also the generic case, in which the demands have order
constraints on the network functions, also corresponds to a set cover instance. We show that the
exponential (in |V |) number of sets in the instance can be reduced to a polynomial number (in
|V | and |D|) by exploiting the structure of the specific type of set cover instances. It allows us
to propose two efficient algorithms for the SFC Placement Problem. The first one is based on
LP rounding. The second one is a greedy algorithm. For both, we exploit the specific structure
of the problem to achieve a short running time, i.e., polynomial also in the length of the largest
chain. We show that both the algorithms achieve a solution of cost within a logarithmic factor
of the optimal.
We then restrict our attention to tree network topologies. We first show that the problem is
NP-hard even in this restricted case. Then, we investigate the scenario in which all the flows are
either upstream or downstream flows. We devise an optimal algorithm for this particular case
using the dynamic programming technique.
We implement our algorithms and compare their results with the optimal solutions obtained by
a linear program. We show that the logarithmic approximation factor is only a worst case upper
bound and that we can achieve solutions close to the optimal in most cases.
Although many works on VNF placement have been reported in the literature, no existing work
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provides algorithms with proven theoretical results for the placement of chains of VNFs with
ordering constraints. Most of the solutions are ILP-based, lacking in scalability, or heuristic-
based, with no approximation guarantees. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
propose a provably efficient algorithm to place chains of virtualized network functions within the
network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review related works in more
detail. In Section 3, we present the problem formulation. In Section 4, we first show that the
SFC Placement Problem is equivalent to Set Cover even in the general case. We then present
details and analysis of our placement algorithms. In Section 5, we propose our optimal algorithm
for tree topologies. In Section 6, we evaluate our proposed algorithms. Conclusions are drawn
in Section 7, together with open questions for future work.
2 Related Work
There have been some studies on how to place ordered chains of network functions within the
network in the literature. Existing placement algorithms can be roughly classified into two cat-
egories: ILP-based and greedy-based. These approaches typically have no provable performance
guarantees.
In [8], the authors address the problem of placing and chaining virtual network functions on
physical infrastructures minimizing their number. They propose an Integer Linear Programming
and a heuristic procedure. The work in [9] studies the joint problem of VNF placement and
path selection to better utilize the network. They consider the chaining constraints. Their goal
is to maximize the total size of admitted demands. Authors in [10] propose a VNF chaining
placement formulated as a Mixed Integer Quadratically Constrained Program. They considered
various objectives like minimizing the number of used nodes or the latency of the paths. In [11]
and [12], the authors provide both an ILP and a heuristic with resource utilization being their
main focus.
The closest works to ours that study the placement of virtual functions as an optimization
problem and provide theoretical results for the performance of the proposed algorithms are [13]
and [14].
[13] addresses the problem of the placement of virtual functions within the physical network.
Each demand has a set of required VNFs that need to be executed. The goal of the authors
is to minimize the network cost, given by the setup cost of installing a function on a node and
the connection cost that depends on the distance between the clients (i.e., the paths) and the
nodes from which they get the service. They provide near-optimal approximation algorithms
with theoretically proven performance. However, the execution order of the network functions is
not considered in their model.
In [14], the authors focus their attention on the problem of optimal placement and allocation of
VNFs to provide a service to all the flows of the network. The goal is to minimize the total num-
ber of network functions. In their model, flow routes are fixed, and one flow may be fractionally
processed by the same network function at multiple nodes. However, they study the scenario of
one single network function and leave the placement of virtual functions with chaining constraint
as an open problem for future research.
3 System Model and Problem Formulation
We model the network as a digraph G = (V,E). A demand d ∈ D is modeled by a couple
composed of a path path(d) of length l(d) and a service function chain sfc(d) of length s(d). A
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G = (V,E) digraph
D set of demands
F set of functions
sfc(d) service chain of the demand d ∈ D
path(d) path associated with the demand d ∈ D
l(d) length of the path of the demand d ∈ D
s(d) length of the service chain of the demand d ∈ D
c(v, f) cost to install the function f ∈ F on the node v ∈ V
Table 1: Summary of the notations
path is a sequence of vertices in V . Similarly to [14], we consider the case of an operator which
has already routed its demands and which now wants to optimize the placement of network
functions. A service function chain is an ordered sequence of functions in F , where F is the set
of network functions. The flow associated with the demand should be processed by the network
functions of its chain in the correct order. Each function f ∈ F has a setup cost which may
depend on the nodes. We note c(v, f) the setup cost of function f in node v ∈ V . In Table 1,
we summarize the notations used in this paper.
The problem we consider, referred to as SFC-Placement, is to find a placement of network
functions of minimum setup cost, satisfying the service chain constraints of all demands. It can
be stated as follows.
Input: A digraph G = (V,E), a set of functions F , and a collection D of demands. Each demand
d ∈ D is associated with a path path(d) ∈ V ∗ and to a sequence of functions sfc(d) ∈ F∗.
Lastly, a cost c : V × F → c(v, f), defining the cost of setting up the function f in node v.
Output: A function placement that is a subset Π ⊂ V × F of function locations, such that, all
demands of D are satisfied. We say that a demand d ∈ D associated with a path path(d) =
u1, ..., ul(d) and to a chain sfc(d) = r1, ..., rs(d) is satisfied by Π, if there exists a sequence of




4 Approximation Algorithms for SFC-Placement
After discussing briefly the trivial subcase in which the service chains have length one, we show
that the general problem can be modeled as a Set Cover Problem. The instances have an
exponential (in |V |) number of sets at first. But, we show that this number can be reduced to a
polynomial number (in |V | and |D|) by exploiting the specific structure of the problem. We then
propose two algorithms with logarithmic (in |V | and |D|) approximation factor. Note that the
number of sets is still exponential in the maximum size of a service chain, smax, but this number
is small in practice [3] and can thus be considered constant in most scenarios. Finally, we discuss
the specific structure of the sets to be covered to improve the efficiency of the algorithms.
4.1 Preliminaries: Single Function.
In this paper, we use the hitting set formulation of the Minimum-Weight Set Cover prob-
lem (Min-WSC), which is equivalent [15]. The Minimum-Weight Hitting Set Problem
(Min-WHS) can be formally defined as follows:
Input: Collection C of subsets of a finite set S.
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r1 r2 · · · rs(d)
Figure 1: The associated network of a demand d ∈ D routed on a path path(d) = u1, u2, ..., ul(d)
that requires a chain sfc(d) = r1, r2, ..., rs(d)
Output: A hitting set for C, i.e., a subset S′ ⊆ S such that S′ contains at least one element
from each subset in C.
Objective: Minimize the cost of the hitting set, i.e.,
∑
x∈S′ cx.
When all the demands have a service function chain which consists of a single function, the
problem can be directly mapped to an instance of Min-WHS:
- the elements of S are the possible function locations, i.e., the vertices in V . Each element has
cost c(v).
- the sets in C correspond to the paths of the demands in D.
For each path path(d), the corresponding set is the set of all the nodes in the path, i.e.,
{u1, ..., ul(d)}.
The placement of minimum cost covering all demands thus corresponds to a minimum cost hit-
ting set.
In the equivalent Min-WSC formulation, the elements are the paths of the demands and the
sets correspond to the function location for node v. The set associated with v has cost c(v) and
it is the set of all paths containing v.
The equivalence directly gives us an H(|D|)-approximation using the greedy-algorithm for
Set Cover [16] on the positive side. On the negative side, it tells us that the SFC Placement
Problem is hard to approximate within ln |D| [17].
4.2 Equivalence with Hitting Set
We now show that, even in the general case (with order), SFC Placement Problem is equivalent
to Min-WHS (and so to Min-WSC). For each demand d ∈ D, we denote with l(d) and s(d) the
length of the associated path and chain respectively. Let path(d) = u1, u2, ..., ul(d) and assume
that d requires the sequence of functions sfc(P ) = r1, r2, ..., rs(d).
Given a demand d, we build an associated network H(d).
Definition 1 (Associated Networks). The network H(d) associated with a demand d is built as
follows:
- H(d) has s(d) layers L1, L2, ..., Ls(d). Each layer contains l(d) nodes corresponding to the
nodes of path(d). We note (ui, j) the i-th node of layer j.
- There is an arc between the node (u, j) and the node (v, j + 1) if u = v or if u precedes v
in path(d).
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- H(d) has two other nodes, sd and td. There is an arc between a node sd and all the nodes
of the first layer and an arc between all the nodes of the last layer and td.
See Figure 1 for an example. We then define the capacities to obtain the capacitated network
H(d,Π) associated with a demand d and a function placement Π:
- All arcs have infinite capacity.
- Each node has a capacity, and the capacity of the node u of layer i is 1 if (u, ri) ∈ Π and
0 otherwise.
Lemma 1. A demand d ∈ D is satisfied by Π if and only if there exists a feasible st − path in
the capacitated associated network H(d,Π).
Proof. The intuition of the proof is that an sdtd − path (or st − path in short) in the layered
graph contains exactly one node from each layer and defines where the flow associated with the
demand is going to be processed by the required functions in the specified order. Each layer is
associated with a function - the jth layer corresponds to the jth function of the function chain
sfc(d) = r1, r2, ..., rs(d). Since node (u, j) is connected to (v, j + 1) if and only if u precedes v
in the path path(d), the sequence of functions is performed in the right order when travelling
along the path.
Suppose there exists a feasible st − path, p. This means that there exists a set of indices
i1, ..., is(d) such that p = {s, ui1 , ..., uis(d), t}. This implies that the capacity of uij is equal to
one, i.e., (uij , rj) ∈ Π, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ s(d). Since, in the associated network H(d,Π), node (u, j)
is connected to (v, j + 1) if and only if u precedes v in path(d), we have that i1 ≤ ... ≤ is(d).
Therefore all functions of sfc(d) are placed in the right order with respect to the nodes of
path(d), that is, d is satisfied by Π.
Suppose now that d is satisfied by Π. It means that there exists a set of indices i1 ≤ ... ≤ is(d),
such that (uij , rj) ∈ Π for all 1 ≤ j ≤ s(d). Nodes (uij , j) of the associated network H(d,Π) thus
have capacity one. Moreover, there is an arc between (uij , j) and (uij+1 , j + 1) as uij precedes
uij+1 in path(d). Hence, {s, (ui1 , 1), ..., (uis(d) , s(d)), t} is a feasible st− path in H(d,Π).
With this notion of associated network, we define the following problem,
Problem 1. Hitting-Cut-Problem (D, c) is an instance of the Weighted Hitting Set problem
where:
- the elements are the function locations (u, f), for all u ∈ V and f ∈ F . Its cost is c(u, f).
- the subsets of the universe correspond to all the st-vertex-cuts of the associated networks
H(d) for all d ∈ D.
The problem is thus to find the sub-collection S of elements (functions placement) hitting all the
subsets (cuts) of the universe of minimum cost.
Proposition 1. Hitting-Cut-Problem (D, c) is equivalent to SFC-Placement (D, c).
Proof. By construction, a solution S of Hitting-Cut-Problem corresponds to a solution of
SFC-Placement of same cost.
Let us show that S is feasible for Hitting-Cut-Problem if and only if it is a feasible solution
of SFC-Placement. The proof is direct using Menger’s theorem for digraphs [18]. Consider a
digraph and two vertices s and t not connected by an arc. The theorem states that the number
of st− paths in a digraph is equal to the minimum st-vertex cut.
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Figure 2: Example of a proper cut (dashed nodes in red) for the layered graph relative to a
demand d associated with a path of length 4 and a chain of length 3.
Lemma 1 says that all the demands in D are satisfied by Π if there exists an st− path in all
the associated networks H(d,Π) for each d ∈ D. We thus have that all demands are satisfied if
all st− vertex− cuts of H(P,Π) have a capacity larger or equal to one. Consider C an st-vertex
cut. It is hit by S. This implies that in H(d,Π), the capacity of the cut is larger than 1. This
yields the proposition.
Our problem is thus equivalent to a Hitting Set Problem, for which we know approximation
algorithms. However, the number of st-vertex cuts is exponential in the number of vertices of
the digraph. To derive a polynomial algorithm, we need to reduce the size of an instance of
Cut-Hitting-Problem. To this end, we use the fact that checking only the extremal cuts is
enough (An extremal cut is a cut that is not strictly included in another cut) and that, in our
problem, the extremal cuts of the associated graphs have a specific shape that we call proper
st-cuts. See Figure 2 for an example.
Definition 2. A proper st-cut of the associated graph H(d) is a cut of the following form:
{(u1, 1), ..., (uj1 , 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
layer 1
, (uj1+1, 2), ..., (uj1+j2 , 2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
layer 2
, ...,
(uj1+j2+···+js(d)−1+1, s(d)), ..., (ul(d)=j1+j2+···+js(d) , s(d))︸ ︷︷ ︸
layer s(d)
}
for j1, j2, ..., js(d) ≥ 0, such that
∑s(d)
i=1 ji = l(d).
Property 1. All the extremal cuts of the associated graphs are proper.
Proof. Let us first remark that, given a cut C in the associated graph, if from the source s it is
possible to reach node (ui, l), then node (ui+1, l) can also be reached from the source. Similarly, if
the sink t can be reached from node (ui, l), then the sink can also be reached from node (ui−1, l).
Suppose that there exists an extremal cut C such that, for a layer l, C contains nodes ui, ui+2
with ui+1 6∈ C. Since by definition C is a cut, we have 2 possibilities:
• ui+1 at layer l cannot be reached by the source. Then, all the nodes uj with j ≤ i+1 in the
layer l − 1 cannot be reached, and so ui is not reachable from the source. We can remove
it from C and still get a cut. It follows that C is not an extremal cut (contradiction).
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• ui+1 at layer l cannot reach the sink. In the same way, ui+2 cannot reach the sink. We can
then remove ui+2 from C and still get a cut. C is not an extremal cut (contradiction).
Example 1. Consider a demand Da,c that requires the service function chain {f1, f2}. Suppose
that the demand is routed on the path P = {a, b, c}. There are 4 proper cuts: {(a, 2), (b, 2), (c, 2)},
{(a, 1), (b, 2), (c, 2)}, {(a, 1), (b, 1), (c, 2)}, {(a, 1), (b, 1), (c, 1)} corresponding respectively to j1 =
0, ..., l(d).
We can thus define a new problem of smaller size.
Problem 2. We define the problem Hitting-Proper-Cut-Problem (D, c) as the same prob-
lem as Hitting-Cut-Problem (D, c), except that the sets to be hit are only the proper st-
vertex-cuts of the associated networks H(d) for all d ∈ D.








sets as an input. If each demand requires at most smax network functions
and is associated with a path of length smaller than lmax, then the size of the instance is at most
O(|D| · (lmax)smax−1).
Proof. The proposition follows from previous results. Hitting-Proper-Cut-Problem (D, c)
is equivalent to Hitting-Cut-Problem (D, c) as it is enough to consider extremal sets of the
collection in a Hitting Set Problem and all extremal cuts are proper cuts. SFC-Placement
(D, c) thus is equivalent to Hitting-Proper-Cut-Problem (D, c).
The size of the ground set of Hitting-Proper-Cut-Problem (D, c) is the number of proper







Indeed, to obtain the indices j1, ..., js(d) defining a proper cut, it is sufficient to select s(d)−1
numbers between 0 and l(d)+s(d)−1. Without loss of generality, we call them n1 ≤ ... ≤ ns(d)−1.
We then take j1 = n1 − 1, ji = ni − ni−1 − 1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ s(d)− 1, and js(d) = (l(d)− s(d)− 1)−
ns(d)−1. We have that
∑l(d)





ways of choosing s(d) − 1 elements in a set with l(d) + s(d) − 1 elements. It yields the number









= O(l(d)s(d)−1). This gives that the number of proper cuts over
all paths of the set of demands D is of the order O(|D|(lmax)smax−1).
Proposition 2 leads us to two approximation algorithms, a greedy one presented in Section 4.3,
and one using LP-rounding presented in Section 4.4.
4.3 Naive and Faster Greedy Algorithms
Naive Greedy Algorithm. The naive greedy algorithm is just the classic greedy algorithm
for set cover [16]. It consists of a main loop: while there are proper cuts not hit, it selects the
function location with the smallest average cost per newly hit proper cut.
When the demands are routed on paths with length at most lmax and require at most smax
functions, the greedy algorithm achieves an approximation ratio equal to H(#Proper Cuts) =
H(|D|lsmax−1max ) ∼ ln(|D|) + (smax − 1) ln(lmax) [16], where H(n) is the n-th harmonic number.
Problem for large chains. When the number of functions in the service chains is large, the
greedy algorithm could become impractical if it is implemented naively. In fact, the greedy
Inria
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algorithm selects the function location with the smallest average cost per newly hit proper cut.
In a naive implementation, it is necessary to generate explicitly all the proper cuts, and this is
not practical since, for a demand d, there may be O(lsmax−1max ) of such cuts. Indeed, lmax is in
the order of the network diameter. As an example, the network Cogent [19] that we consider






cuts. However, since the structure of the proper cuts is very specific, we can take advantage of
it, providing a much faster greedy algorithm.
Faster greedy algorithm, SFCFastGreedy. The main idea of the faster greedy algorithm is
to avoid generating all proper cuts by showing it is enough to keep track of the number of not hit
proper cuts. We show here that, by using dynamic programming, this number can be counted in
time O(|D|l2maxsmax) (instead of O(|D|lsmaxmax )).
Let us first introduce some notation. For a demand d = (path(d), sfc(d)), a function
placement Π can be seen as a matrix Ad with l(d) rows and s(d) columns and for which Ad[i, j] = 1
iff (ui, rj) ∈ Π. We note Ad[i : j, k : l] the submatrix of Ad considering only the rows from i to j
and the columns from k to l.
For a demand d = (path(d), sfc(d)) and a function placement Π (or equivalently Ad), we
note N(d) the number of proper cuts not hit by Ad. It can be computed using the recursive
function N(r, c) defined below. We have N(d) = N(l(d), s(d)) with
N(r, c) = 1i∗(r,c)=0 +
∑r−i∗(r,c)
jc=0
N(n− jc, c− 1), if c ≥ 2
N(r, 1) = 1i∗(r,c)=0
where i∗(r, c) is defined as follows. We consider the matrix Ad[1 : r, 1 : c]). We consider the ones
placed in the last column of the matrix, column c. If there are none, i∗(r, c) = 0. Otherwise,
i∗(r, c) is the maximum index of such ones, that is, i∗(r, c) = max0≤i≤l(d){i, such that Ad[i, c] =
1}.
The explanation of the formula is the following. We carry out a recursion on the columns
of Ad[1 : r, 1 : c]. First, if i
∗(r, c) = 0, the cut {(u1, fc), ..., (ur, c)} is not hit. We thus count
1i∗(r,c)=0. We then consider all possible values of jc for the proper cuts (recall that a proper cut
is defined by a set of indices j1, ..., jc). For a not hit proper cut, jc ≤ l(d) − i∗. For a possible
value of jc, the number of corresponding not hit proper cuts is equal to the number of not hit
proper cuts in the submatrix Ad[1 : r − jc, 1 : c − 1] for a path of length r − jc and a chain of
size c− 1, that is, N(r − jc, c− 1, Ad[1 : r − jc, 1 : c− 1]).
N(r, c) can be computed using dynamic programming, see the function NC of Algorithm 1.
We use a table T with r rows and c columns to keep track of the partial results of the computation.
Initially, T (i, 1) = 1i∗(r,c)=0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
4.3.1 An example
Consider a demand d with sfc(d) = f1, f2, f3 and path(d) = u1, u2, u3. Let Π be a potential
function placement. Π = {(u1, f1), (u3, f2), (u2, f3)}, that is, f1 is installed on u1, f2 on u3, and
f3 on u2. All the required functions are placed, but not in the right order. We show that, in






proper cuts as shown in Proposition 2. We compute here the number of not hit proper cuts from
this set without generating them. The matrix Ad associated with the demand and the starting
table T in Algorithm 1 would be the following:
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Ad =
1 0 10 0 0
0 1 0
 T =
0 − −0 − −
0 − −

As Ad[1, 1] = 1, we have i
∗(3, 1) = 1 6= 0 (the cut {(u1, 1), (u2, 1), (u3, 1)} is hit). Similarly,
i∗(2, 1) = 1 6= 0 and i∗(1, 1) = 1 6= 0. We thus initialize the first column of T with only zeroes.
In order to compute T (3, 3) the following steps are necessary (i∗(3, 3) = 1):
T (3, 3) = T (1, 2) + T (2, 2) + T (3, 2)
T (1, 2) = 1 + T (1, 1) = 1
T (2, 2) = T (2, 1) + T (1, 1) + 1 = 1
T (3, 2) = T (3, 1) = 0
Since T (3, 3) = 2, we can derive that 2 proper cuts, out of the overall 10 proper cuts of H(P,Π),
are not hit. Note that this corresponds to the two proper cuts {(v1, f2), (v2, f2)(v3, f3)} and
{(v1, f2)(v2, f3)(v3, f3)}. This shows that the order of the functions is not valid.
From this approach, we can derive a faster algorithm with pseudo-code given in Algorithm 1.
At each iteration, the algorithm selects the pair (u, f) of minimum cost, i.e., with the smallest
average cost per newly hit proper cut. In order to do this, it makes use of the function NC,
calling it for each demand and for each pair (u, f) ∈ V ×F . The pair of minimum cost is added
to the solution Π. Then, the number of remaining proper cuts to be hit is updated. This process
is repeated until all the proper cuts are hit.
Algorithm Complexity. The number of iterations of the main loop of the algorithm is
bounded by |V ||F| as we install a function at each iteration. The complexity of the function
NC(l(d), s(d),Π) is of the order O(l(d)2s(d)). It gives us a complexity of O(l2maxsmax|V |2|F|2|D|),
when a naive algorithm would be of order O(lsmaxmax |V |2|F|2|D|), as it would generate all proper
cuts.
4.4 An LP-Rounding Approach.
First formulation. The Hitting-Proper-Cut-Problem can be formulated as an ILP. For
each node u ∈ V and for each function f ∈ F , we define the decision binary variable x(u, f) that













xu,f ≥ 1, ∀ C proper cut of A(d)
We consider here the Set-Cover approximation through LP-Rounding. For each u ∈ V and
f ∈ F , we relax the ILP by replacing the constraints x(u, f) ∈ {0, 1} by 0 ≤ x(u, f) ≤ 1. The
relaxed ILP can be solved in time polynomial in the number of constraints. Let x∗ be an optimal
solution to the LP relaxation. Each fractional variable x∗(u, f) is rounded to 1 with probability
x∗(u, f). The problem is then solved again with the additional constraints given by the rounded
variables.
The process is repeated iteratively until all the variables have values in {0, 1}. With this approach,
we find a feasible solution with logarithmic approximation ratio in expected polynomial time (in
the number of constraints) [20]. The number of constraints is the number of proper cuts,
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Algorithm 1 SFCFastGreedy
1: Input: set of demands D






4: Π = ∅
5: repeat
6: min cost← +∞
7: best sol← null
8: best not-hit← null
9: for each (u, f) ∈ V × F do
10: newly hit← 0
11: Π′ ← Π ∪ {(u, f)}
12: for each d ∈ D do
13: T = l(d)× s(d) matrix of null
14: for 1 ≤ i ≤ l(d) do . initialization of T
15: T [i, 1]← 1i∗(i,1)
16: new-not-hit[d]← NC(l(d), s(d),Π′)
17: newly hit += not-hit[d]− new-not-hit[d]
18: cost← cost(u,f)newly hit
19: if cost < min cost then
20: min cost← cost
21: best sol← (u, f)
22: best not-hit← new-not-hit
23: Π = Π ∪ {best sol}
24: not-hit← best not-hit
25: until not-hit[d] = 0 for each d ∈ D
26: Output: placement Π
1: function NC (row r, column c, Π)
2: B Recursive function used to count the number of proper cuts not hit given a demand d
and a function placement Π
3: if T [r, c] 6= null then return T [r, c]
4: result← 0
5: if i∗(r, c) = 0 then result ← result+ 1
6: for 0 ≤ j ≤ n− i∗(r, c) do
7: result += NC(n− j, c− 1)
8: T [r, c]← result
9: return result
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which is of the order O(|D|lsmax−1max ). It is thus polynomial in |D|, the number of demands, but
exponential in smax, the maximum size of a service chain. As discussed, this number is small in
practice, but it may still have a strong impact on the algorithm execution time. We propose a
faster algorithm below.
Faster rounding algorithm, SFCFastRounding. In fact, similarly as for the greedy algo-
rithm, we can avoid generating explicitly all proper cuts. The idea is to use the formulation of
the problem looking for a path in the associated networks H(d,Π), as it is equivalent. We derive
another ILP formulation. The binary decision variables are now of two kinds:
(i) Location or capacity variables. These variables are the same as in the first formulation:
x(u, f) indicates in the first formulation whether the function f is installed on node u. In the
second formulation, it corresponds to the shared capacity of the node (u, f) of the associated
networks.
(ii) Flow variables. For each demand d ∈ D, we have a flow variable fduv for each edge of the
associated network H(d).
The constraints are (i) node capacity constraints and (ii) flow conservation constraints. There












fvu ≤ xu,f ,





fdvu, ∀ u ∈ V (H(d)) \ {sd, td},∑
sdv∈E(H(d))
fdsdv = 1
A solution of the second formulation corresponds to a solution of the first formulation of
same cost (as finding paths in the associated networks is equivalent to covering the cuts, see
Lemma 1). Therefore, the rounding can be carried out in the same way and leads to the same
approximation factor.
To summarize, along with the fast greedy algorithm, SFCFastGreedy, we obtain a second
approximation algorithm for SFC-Placement, called SFCFastRounding, with the same ap-
proximation factor O(ln(|D|) + (smax − 1) ln(lmax)). Its expected execution time is O(M lnM)
with M = |V |+ smaxlmax|D|.
5 An Optimal Algorithm for Tree Topologies
In this section, we restrict our attention to tree logical network topologies. Note that the physical
network itself can be of any shape, but the clients are communicating through a tree. The
network architecture of today’s data centers typically consists of a tree of routing and switching
elements [21]. Moreover, tree topologies are widely used, e.g., for Wireless Sensor Networks [22],
and Content Delivery Networks [23]. We first prove that the SFC Placement Problem is NP-hard
even on trees through a reduction from the Vertex Cover Problem. Then, for the special case in
which all the flows are either upstream or downstream flows (i.e., flows are either going towards
the tree root or towards the leaves), we devise an optimal algorithm, TreeSFCAlgo.
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Theorem 1. The SFC Placement Problem is NP-hard even on a tree and in the case of a single
network function.
Proof. Given a graph G = (V,E) and a positive weight function w : V → R+, a vertex cover
of minimum weight is a subset C ⊆ V such that ∀ (u, v) ∈ E, u ∈ V or v ∈ V (or both) and∑
u∈C w(u) is minimized.
Let I = (G = (V,E), w) be an instance of Vertex Cover. We can create an instance I ′ of SFC-
tree Placement by taking the digraph T = (V ∪ {r}, {(u, r),∀u ∈ V } ∪ {(r, u),∀u ∈ V }). For
each uv ∈ E, we create a demand d with path(d) = u, r, v and sfc(d) = {f}. The setup cost
is c(u, f) = w(u) for all u ∈ V , and c(r) =
∑
(u)∈V w(u) + 1 for the root of the tree. Note that
with this choice of costs, the function f is never placed in the root in an optimal placement, as it
is cheaper to place the function in all the other vertices of the tree. We thus have the following
equivalence: There is a function placement that satisfies all the paths’ requirements in the tree
with cost at most ≤ c ⇐⇒ G has a vertex cover of cost ≤ c. The reduction can be done
in polynomial time. It only requires scanning all the edges and creating the set of demands D.
Since Vertex Cover is NP-hard to approximate within a factor of 1.36 [24], then the Placement
Problem cannot be solved in polynomial time even on trees.
We now provide a polynomial algorithm that computes the optimal solution in the up-
stream/downstream case. We present the algorithm in the upstream case, since downstream
flows can be replaced by upstream flows, by reversing both the paths and the required function
chains.
Main idea. We use dynamic programming in a bottom-up fashion. Given a sub-tree Tv rooted
at v, we call a partial solution, a feasible function placement restricted to Tv. We also distinguish
3 kinds of paths: internal-paths, all vertices of the paths are inside Tv; external-paths, no vertex
is in Tv; and crossing-paths, some but not all vertices are in Tv.
In fact, partial solutions can be encoded in a compact way. To see that, we look at how a
partial solution s interacts with a global solution and we claim that:
a) s has to cover all the internal paths.
b) s has no impact on the external paths.
c) On each crossing-path, s provides some (potentially empty) prefix of the required function
chain.
d) s induces some cost, namely the cost of the functions located inside Tv.
Since a) and b) are common to all partial solutions, a partial solution is fully characterized by
(c) and its cost (d). Now to code c), remark that, instead of remembering for each external path
what prefix is provided inside Tv, one may keep track of what suffix must be provided outside
Tv. Now, since all paths are upstream, we may simply remember that some suffix s must be
provided outside Ts at depth ≥ x. We call this a constraint. The key element here is that, if two
paths share the same suffix, one only needs to keep the one that stops at the largest depth.
Overall, this means that a partial solution can be encoded with a set of constraints, and its
internal cost. So, our algorithm computes inductively for each subtree, the table containing,
for each possible list of constraints, the minimum cost of a partial solution matching these
constraints.
TreeSFCAlgo. Let us first introduce some notations and definitions, summarized in Table 2.
We note depth(u), the depth of a node u in the tree T (the tree root is at depth 1). Let C be
the set of service chains (a chain per demand). We call suff(C) the set of suffixes of elements
of C.
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Table 2: New definitions and notations.
Du the set of demands s.t. path(d) starts at Node u
src(d) source of the path path(d)
dest(d) destination of the path path(d)
C set of distinct service chains
suff(C) set of suffixes of service chains
depth(u) depth of node u ∈ V in the tree (source is at depth 1)
deg(u) degree of node u ∈ V in the tree (# children = deg-1)
constraint c couple (chain suffix,destination ds)
partial solution s couple (set of constraints Cs,cost(s))
table Su set of partial solutions of node u
A constraint is a couple (s ∈ suff(C), h ∈ N). A constraint positioned at node u means that
the subchain s must be placed in parents of u with depth larger of equal to h. To each demand
d ∈ D is associated the constraint (sfc(d), depth(dest(d))), positioned at the node src(d). This
means that the chain sfc(d) has to be placed below node dest(p). Let C1 and C2 be two sets
of constraints. Two operations may be done to a set of constraints, pop and merge.
- merge(C1, C2). The merge operation is a union with “suffixe uniqueness”: if (s, h1) ∈ C1
and (s, h2) ∈ C2, then only (s,max(h1, h2)) is present in merge(C1, C2), as this is the
most stringent constraint.
- pop(F ⊆ F , C1). We update every suffix σ of C1 by removing from it the longest prefix
made of functions present in F .
A partial solution at a node of the tree is encoded by a set of constraints and a cost. A table
is a set of partial solutions. We note Su, the table of node u.
- merge(S1, S2). Two tables S1 and S2 may be merged by building a partial solution z for
each pair of partial solutions x ∈ S1 and y ∈ S2. The constraints of z are the merge of
the constraints of x and y. The cost of z is just the sum of the costs of x and y. The
pseudo-code of all functions and of the algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.
- merge(S1, ...Sn). n tables S1, ...Sn, with n > 2, may be merged by doing a two-by-two
merge in any order (by associativity of the merge function).
We now present our solution TreeSFCAlgo (pseudo-code in Algorithm 2). It considers the
nodes one by one starting from the leaves and builds the tables of each node. Su, the table of
node u is created from intermediate tables SDu , Schildren(u), and the tables of its children in the
following way. For a node u, it first builds the table SDu , corresponding to the demands whose
paths start in u, using function build constraints(Du). SDu contains a single solution of
cost 0. The constraints of this solution are built in the following way. For each demand d ∈ Du,
create the constraint (sfc(d), depth(dest(d))). Then, it does the merge of all the generated
constraints. TreeSFCAlgo then builds Schildren(u) by merging SDu with the tables of its chil-
dren. Lastly, using function Add Node(u,Du), it considers all possible function placements in u
and, for each one of them, it considers all solutions in Schildren(u) and updates the constraints and
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cost if the placement is compatible with them, using the pop operation. Updating a constraint
means removing the functions placed at node u from the suffix representing the chain functions
which remain to be placed.
When the table of the root of T is computed, we can select the best solution. The last step
of the algorithm is to reconstruct the solution by doing a second pass on the tree, starting from
the root.
Time complexity. TreeSFCAlgo is doing a loop over the vertices of T :
- Complexity of build constraints. During the whole algorithm, we consider all demands
of D. For each demand d, we build the constraint (sfc(d), depth(dest(d))). Computing
the depth of all nodes can be done beforehand with a single pass on the tree of cost O(|V |).
We then check the uniqueness of the constraint in SDu . The test takes constant time using
a hash table. We thus obtain an amortized complexity: O(|V (T )|+ |D|).
- Complexity of merge: A table is a set of solutions. The size of a solution x = (Cs, c)
is given by its set of constraints. The number of constraints is limited by the number of
possible suffixes of chains, smax|C|, where smax is the size of the longest chain. Thus, the
memory to store a solution is of order O(smax|C|). The size of a table is then limited by
the number of possible sets of constraints and is thus of order O(2smax|C|).
Merging two tables of size O(2smax|C|), has a complexity of O(22smax|C|), as we consider
each pair of elements. To merge the tables of u’s children, as discussed and due to the
associativity of the merge function, we can do it iteratively, leading to a complexity of
O(n22smax|C|).
- Complexity of Add Node: For each possible placement of functions of u (2|F| potential
placements), we consider each solution in S(u) (2smax|C| potential solutions). For each
solution, we update its set of constraints (smax|C| potential constraints). The time to
update a constraint: O(smax), with smax maxsize of a suffix. This leads to a complexity
of O(s2max|C|2|F|+smax|C|).
In summary, we get a complexity of O(|D|+ |V |+ |V |222smax|C| + |V |s2max|C|2|F|+smax|C|). The
number of functions |F| and the number of chains |C| are usually small in practice. They can
thus be considered constant most of the time. The algorithm is thus quadratic in the number of
nodes of the tree and linear in the number of demands.
Memory usage. The memory used during the algorithm is to keep the tables for all vertices,
that is O(|V |2smax|C|). The memory is thus linear in the number of vertices.
5.1 Special Case: Cost uniform over nodes
When the cost of setting up a function f is the same for each node of the graph (∀v, v′ ∈
V, c(v, f) = c(v′, f)), the algorithm can be improved using the following lemma.
Lemma 2. There exists an optimal solution placing only functions on nodes which are destina-
tions of a path.
Proof. Consider an optimal solution. We create a new solution in the following way. For each
function f placed in a non-destination node u, we move it up in the tree towards the root to the
first destination node v encountered. The set of demands satisfied by u is a subset of the set of
demands satisfied by v. We thus built a feasible solution. The new solution has the same cost
as the first one, as the number of placed functions is the same.
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Algorithm 2 TreeSFCAlgo
1: Input: T with root r
2: T’=T
3: while True do
4: Consider a leaf u of T ′
5: SDu ← build constraints(Du)
6: Schildren(u) ←Merge(SDu , Sv1 , ..., Svn), with v1, ..., vn the children of u in T
7: Su ←Add Node(u, Schildren(u))
8: T ′ ← T ′ \ {u}
9: Output: return solution of Sr with minimum value.
1: function Merge(S1,S2)
2: B Merging two tables S1 and S2
3: S ← {}
4: for each x← (Cx, costx) ∈ S1: do
5: for each y ← (Cy, costy) ∈ S2: do
6: Cz ←merge(Cx, Cy)
7: costz ← costx + costy





1: function build constraints(Du ⊆ D)
2: B Building SDu from Du, the set of demands with a path starting in u. For each chain s
of a demand in Du, we keep a constraint with s and the deepest destination of a path with
the chain.
3: C ← {}
4: for each d ∈ Du do
5: C←merge(C,{(sfc(d), depth(dest(d)))})
6: return S←{(C,0)}
1: function Add Node(u, Schildren(u))
2: B Build Su, the table of solutions of node u
3: Su ← {}
4: for each r ⊆ F do . functions installed on node u
5: for each s← (Cs, cost(s)) ∈ Schildren(u) do
6: if s is compatible with r (meaning if all constraints with level d are satisfied by r)
then
7: Cs ←pop(r, Cs) . update constraints of s
8: cost(s)← cost(s) +
∑
f∈r c(u, f) . update cost
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Figure 3: Average setup cost as a function of the number of demands
Tree contraction. Following Lemma 2, the first step of the algorithm is to contract the paths
and the tree T by removing the non-destination nodes. We obtain a contracted tree, T ∗, and a
set of contracted paths, P∗. Note now that all paths of P∗ start at a destination node (either
its own destination node or the destination of another path). To each destination node u, we
associate the set of contracted paths starting in u, Pu.
6 Experimental Study
In this section, we evaluate the performances of our proposed algorithms: SFCFastRounding
and SFCFastGreedy, referred to as LP rounding and Greedy in the plots, respectively. We
study how the total setup cost and the accuracy of our algorithms vary according to four different
settings: (i) different path lengths, (ii) increasing number of demands, (iii) increasing length of
the service function chains, and (iv) different network topologies. We compare the solutions
computed by our algorithms with the optimal ones computed by solving an ILP using IBM ILOG
CPLEX.
We show that the logarithmic approximation ratio is just a worst case upper bound and that
our algorithms perform well in all the considered scenarios. In fact, the additional cost of the
solutions computed by the two algorithms never exceeds 25% of the optimal one. Moreover, the
LP rounding algorithm usually obtains a better ratio than the greedy one, but at a cost of a
much higher processing time.
Data sets. We conduct experiments on two real-world topologies of different sizes: InternetMCI [19],
(19 nodes and 33 links) and germany50 [25], (50 nodes and 88 links), and on random Erdős-Rényi
graphs [26]. We build our instances in the following way. The source and destination nodes of
a demand are uniformly chosen at random from the set of vertices. The path of the demand is
given by a shortest path between these two nodes and its chain is composed of 2 to 6 functions
uniformly chosen at random from a set of 30 functions. Finally, the setup cost of a function on
a node is uniformly chosen at random between 1 and 5.
Number of demands. We first compare the performances of the algorithms in the case of an
increasing number of demands. Results are given in Figure 3. In this scenario, we consider up to
160 demands for InternetMCI and up to 400 for germany50. As expected, we see that the setup
cost increases with the number of demands, as the number of functions to be placed increases.
However, the increase is sublinear. The reason is that, the more demands in a network, the higher
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Figure 4: Average setup cost as a function of the length of the paths
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Figure 5: Average setup cost in random graphs
as a function of the additional edge probability

















Figure 6: Average completion time as a func-
tion of the number of demands on Cogent
the opportunity of sharing functions. The optimality ratio is at most 21% for both algorithms.
The solution provided by the greedy algorithm differs from 7 to 15% from the optimal one for
InternetMCI and from 10 to 21% for germany50. However, the LP rounding algorithm shows
an interesting behavior. When the number of demands is small, it finds optimal solutions. As
the number of demands increases, its accuracy deteriorates faster than the one of the greedy
algorithm. For the highest number of demands, both algorithms exhibit similar performance.
Length of the paths. We now study the impact of the length of the paths. We only consider
demands with pairs of nodes at equal distances, from 1 to 4 for InternetMCI, and from 1 to
7 for germany50. For each length, we consider 40 demands for InternetMCI and 75 demands
for germany50. As we can observe in Figure 4, in both networks, the total setup cost strictly
decreases when the length of the path increases. In fact, when paths are longer, the demands
tend (in average) to share more nodes, reducing the number of required functions to satisfy all
the demands and so the cost. For both topologies, the LP rounding algorithm performs better
than the greedy one. For the rounding algorithm, the ratio to the optimal solution is smaller
than 10% for InternetMCI and 15% for german50. The greedy algorithm presents a gap from
the optimal solution between 6 (l(d) = 1) and 20% (l(d) = 4) for InternetMCI and between 5
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Figure 7: Average setup cost with respect to the length of the service function chains
(l(d) = 1) and 25% (l(d) = 7) for germany50.
Length of the chain. We now look at the impact of the service function chains’ length on the
algorithms’ accuracies. In this experiment, we consider service function chains, composed of 1 to
10 functions. In total, we route 75 demands for InternetMCI and 150 for germany50. As shown in
Figure 7, an increasing length of the chains impacts the performance of the algorithms negatively.
In fact, for InternetMCI, the ratio between the solution computed by the LP Rounding algorithm
and the optimal solution varies from 0.1% with a single function chain to 17% with 10 functions
in the chain. For the greedy algorithm, it ranges from 4 to 21% for chains of length 1 and 10,
respectively. We observe the same results for the germany50 topology. The solution of the LP
rounding algorithm varies from 0.1 to 13%, while the solution of the greedy algorithm is between
3 and 22%. Nevertheless, these results demonstrate satisfactory performance.
Network topology. We considered random graphs with 100 nodes and different number of
edges. The goal is to test the accuracy of the algorithms for topologies with very different
shapes, from a tree to a complete graph. We use here a connected variant of random Erdős-
Rényi graphs. A graph is built as follows. We start from a random tree. An additional edge
is present between two vertices u and v with probability p. For each experiment, we consider
400 random demands. We see, in Figure 5, that when the number of edges increases, the cost
increases too. This is due to the fact that, when the number of edges increases, the average length
of the shortest paths decreases. As discussed above, this reduces the opportunities of sharing.
For small values of p, both algorithms have a similar accuracy. However, when p ≥ 0.25, LP
rounding provides optimal results in these settings.
Processing time. To study the limits in terms of computing time of an LP-based approach,
we tested the LP-rounding and greedy algorithms using a larger topology: Cogent [19] with 197
nodes and 245 links. The algorithms have been implemented in C++, and the experiments were
conducted on an Intel Xeon E5520 with 24GB of RAM. In Figure 6, we show the impact of the
number of demands on the execution time. We compare the time necessary to find the optimal
solutions with an ILP with the time needed by our algorithms to return a solution. We set a
maximum time limit of one hour for each experiment. For just 500 demands, the time to find an
exact solution exceeds 1 hour. This implies that, for large instances, an optimal solution cannot
be found using the ILP in a reasonable amount of time. Both algorithms can compute solutions
for larger instances. However, the greedy algorithm is much faster. Indeed, it takes 78 seconds
to find a placement for 1200 demands, while the LP rounding algorithm requires more than 40
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minutes.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
NFV is a novel approach for the deployment of network services that opens the way to a more
efficient and flexible network management. Hence, placing network functions in a cost effective
manner is an essential step toward the full adoption of the NFV paradigm.
In this paper, we investigated the problem of placing VNFs to satisfy the ordering constraints
of the flows with the goal of minimizing the total setup cost. Since the formulated problem is
NP-Hard, we proposed two algorithms that achieve a logarithmic approximation factor. To the
best of our knowledge, no approximation algorithms have been proposed for the SFC Placement
Problem in the literature so far. For the special case of tree network topologies with only up-
stream and downstream flows, we devised an optimal algorithm. Numerical results are given and
validate the cost effectiveness of our algorithms.
This work aims at proposing a first theoretical framework for studying the placement problem
with ordering constraints. However, a remaining unaddressed issue is considering flow rates and
the accounting of practical constraints such as soft capacities on network functions or hard ca-
pacities on network nodes. An interesting future research direction may concern an investigation
of the possibility of efficiently approximating these problems.
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